04

Dadaepo Beach

｜Dadae-dong, Saha-gu, Busansan

The only beach in Busan on the South Sea. The vast sandy beach is shallow making it
perfect for playing in the water with kids. When the sun sets over the western sky over
the sea, the entire beach turns orange and forms quite a spectacle.

Works filmed｜My Name (2021)

Starring Han So-hee, Park Hee-soon
and Ahn Bo-hyun
A drama depicting a revenge-driven girl who becomes a member of a criminal organization to find
the killer who murdered her father

Works filmed｜The King: Eternal Monarch (2020)

Starring Lee Min-ho and Kim Go-eun
A drama depicting love transcending between two
different dimensions between the emperor of the
Korean Empire and a Korean detective

06

Busanhangdaegyo Bridge
｜Gamman-dong, Nam-gu, Busan

Bridge that cuts across Busan Port where large container vessels are anchored. The splendid lights lit on the massive main tower complete the “harbor view” that amazes even the
locals. The bridge offers a great view whether you are in a car or standing from afar.

Works filmed｜My Name (2021)

Works filmed｜The Spy Gone North (2018)

Starring Han So-hee, Park Hee-soon
and Ahn Bo-hyun

Starring Hwang Jung-min, Lee Sung-min,
Cho Jin-woong and Ju Ji-hoon

A drama depicting a revenge-driven girl who becomes a member of a criminal organization to find
the killer who murdered her father

A movie depicting a South Korean agent infiltrating the North’s upper class to unearth the truth of
North Korea’s nuclear program

07

Gwangandaegyo Bridge
｜Namcheon-dong, Suyeong-gu, Busan

This sea bridge crossing the sea in front of Gwangalli is truly the landmark of Busan. The
night view is so beautiful that Busan’s nightscape cannot be painted without Gwangandaegyo. The bridge is also home to the Busan International Fireworks Festival held each fall.

Works filmed｜D.P. (2021)

Works filmed｜Black Panther (2018)

Starring Jung Hae-in, Koo Kyo-hwan and
Kim Sung-kyun

Starring Chadwick Boseman and
Michael B. Jordan

A drama depicting two members of the Deserter Pursuit (D.P.) chasing after runaway soldiers and
learning the truth along the way

An SF film in which “Black Panther” fights its enemies to protect the throne of Wakanda

08

Marine City

｜U-dong, Haeundae-gu, Busan

High-rise buildings of Korea are all standing here. The orchestra formed by the skyscrapers, similar to those of Hong Kong, reaches its climax at night when the buildings
emanate colorful lights.

Works filmed｜Hard Hit (2021)

Works filmed｜The King: Eternal Monarch (2020)

Starring Jo Woo-jin

Starring Lee Min-ho and Kim Go-eun

An action film centered around a downtown chase
caused by a mysterious phone call from an unidentified, restricted number

A drama depicting love transcending between two
different dimensions between the emperor of the
Korean Empire and a Korean detective

09

Haeundae Beach

｜U-dong, Haeundae-gu, Busan

One of the most famous beaches not only in Korea but also around the world. This
beach, adjoining a downtown area more bustling than that of Waikiki, Hawaii, is filled
with exotic but refined beauty. It boasts a vast sandy beach as well as clean sea water.

Works filmed｜Cinema Street (2021)

Starring Lee Wan and Han Sun-hwa
A movie depicting a push-pull romance between a former couple who meet each other again as the
location manager and the director of a film

10

Dalmajigil Road

｜190, Dalmaji-gil, Haeundae-gu, Busan

Uphill road leading from Mipo, the end of Haeundae Beach, to Songjeong. The road
is a popular place among Busan locals thanks to a great, panoramic view of the waters of Haeundae and a nice trail to walk on even at night under the moonlight.

Works filmed｜Hard Hit (2021)

Starring Jo Woo-jin
An action film centered around a downtown chase
caused by a mysterious phone call from an unidentified, restricted number

Works filmed｜Burning (2018)

Starring Yoo Ah-in, Jeon Jong-seo
and Steven Yeun
A mystery film depicting a series of events taking
place after the main character unexpectedly encounters a childhood friend

11

Songjeong Beach

｜Songjeong-dong, Haeundae-gu, Busan

This beach is popularly visited by locals who prefer a more peaceful beach with fewer
tourists than Haeundae. It is also known for great sunrises, attracting many photographers from all around the country. Recently, the beach has also become a popular
surfing area.

Works filmed｜Okay! Madam (2020)

Works filmed｜Will You Be There? (2016)

Starring Uhm Jung-hwa and Park Sung-woong

Starring Kim Yoon-seok and Byun Yo-han

An action comedy film in which a married couple
rescues passengers who have become hostages of
a flight hijacking

A fantasy film in which a man travels back in time
30 years and meets his younger self

12

Haedong Yonggungsa Temple
｜86, Yonggung-gil, Gijang-eup, Gijang-gun, Busan

Buddhist temple built on seaside rocks where waves crash into. The harmony between
simple temple buildings and the seascape is unique. While standing in the front yard in
the morning, you can see the sun rising over the waters.

Works filmed｜My Name (2021)

Starring Han So-hee, Park Hee-soon and Ahn Bo-hyun
A drama depicting a revenge-driven girl who becomes a member of a criminal organization to find the
killer who murdered her father

16

Jukseong Dream Filming Location
｜Gijang-eup, Gijang-gun, Busan

Filming location of the SBS drama, “Dream.” The deep blue sea and the beautiful cathedral building offer a more dramatic landscape than the drama. Any photo taken here
will become an instant masterpiece.

Works filmed｜Dream (2009)

Starring Ju Jin-mo, Kim Bum and Son Dam-bi
A drama about a man thrown out of his company who regains success and love after overcoming
hardships

19

Imnang Beach

｜Jangan-eup, Gijang-gun, Busan

The northernmost of all seven beaches in Busan. Being smaller and simpler than
Haeundae or Gwangalli is what makes this beach quiet and peaceful. The dock
where fishing boats are anchored and a fish-shaped lighthouse are nice attractions.

Works filmed｜Waiting For Rain (2021)

Works filmed｜Mothers (2018)

Starring Kang Ha-neul and Chun Woo-hee

Starring Im Soo-jung and Yoon Chan-young

A movie of analog sentiments in which a man and a
woman find solace in each other thanks to an accidental exchange of letters

A movie in which a mother and her step-son.
whom she meets for the first time become a true
family

21

Ahopsan Forest
｜37-1, Midong-gil, Cheolma-myeon, Gijang-gun, Busan

Designated as a green belt and water source conservation area for a long time allows
you to enjoy this lush wooded forest. The bamboo forest is especially popular, making
numerous appearances in movies and dramas. It is a great healing spot where you can
relax away from the bustle of the city.

Works filmed｜Handsome Guys (2021)

Works filmed｜The King: Eternal Monarch (2020)

Starring Lee Sung-min and Lee Hee-joon

Starring Lee Min-ho and Kim Go-eun

A comedy movie depicting a series of events as two
men having moved into a mountain cabin learns
about its old legend

A drama depicting love transcending between two
different dimensions between the emperor of the
Korean Empire and a Korean detective

22

Busan Cinema Center
｜120, Suyeonggangbyeon-daero, Haeundae-gu, Busan

Busan Cinema Center is home to the Busan International Film Festival. The building
itself has a unique shape, and its roof made of LED panels presents an awesome
spectacle every night. It also harmonizes perfectly with the beautiful landscape of
the Suyeonggang River.

Works filmed｜The King: Eternal Monarch (2020)

Starring Lee Min-ho and Kim Go-eun
A drama depicting love transcending between two different dimensions between the emperor of the
Korean Empire and a Korean detective

01

Gamcheon Culture Village
｜203, Gamnae 2-ro, Saha-gu, Busan

Place that still holds the residential culture of Busan from the Korean War days when
refugees built houses even atop mountains. The colorful houses terraced on hills show
an exotic atmosphere comparable to that of Santorini, Greece or Machu Picchu, Peru.

Works filmed｜L.U.C.A.: The Beginning (2021)

Works filmed｜A Little Princess (2019)

Starring Kim Rae-won and Lee Da-hee

Starring Na Moon-hee and Kim Su-an

A spectacular action film in which a man with special
powers fights against a great conspiracy

A family movie that comically depicts a youthful
grandmother and a mature granddaughter living
together

02

Provisional Capital Memorial Hall
｜45, Imsisudoginyeom-ro, Seo-gu, Busan

The official residence of the Governor of Gyeongsangnam-do built during the Japanese
occupation period. This unique modern structure combines Western and Japanese styles.
It was used as the residence of the President of the Korean Provisional Government during
the Korean War, and, today, is home to the Provisional Capital Memorial Hall. The building has
great value as a site of Korean modern history and as a place that holds the stories of Busan.

03

Gukje Market

｜Sinchang-dong, Jung-gu, Busan

Gukje Market was once filled with novel, amazing goods imported from overseas.
One of the most notable traditional markets in Busan, it still overflows with things
to eat, see and enjoy on various streets including Gourmand Alley, Patbingsu Alley,
Cosmetics Alley and Antique Alley. The traces of time encountered in the narrow
alleyways clearly show the history of the market.

Works filmed｜Ode to My Father (2014)

Starring Hwang Jung-min and Kim Yunjin
A movie of humanism depicting the stories of a father and mother who sacrificed all their lives for their
family during the impoverished and difficult days of refuge

04

Kangkangee Arts Village
｜36, Daepyeongbuk-ro, Yeongdo-gu, Busan

The Daepyeong-dong area in Yeongdo-gu, which is the cradle of Korean modern shipbuilding, is still home to many ship-repair factories. The sounds of striking hammers
“kangkang” on the surfaces of ships and the removal of rust resonate throughout the
area. As desolate streets of the town meet with art, the area has been transformed into
a tourist attraction that cannot be found anywhere else other than Busan.

Works filmed｜My Name (2021)

Starring Han So-hee, Park Hee-soon and Ahn Bo-hyun
A drama depicting a revenge-driven girl who becomes a member of a criminal organization to find the
killer who murdered her father

05

Huinnyeoul Culture Village
｜194, Jeoryeong-ro, Yeongdo-gu, Busan

Colorful houses gather together along the coastal cliffs. As you look at large
ocean-going ships anchored on the sea in front of the village, you will feel as if
you are standing on an island somewhere in a faraway land.

Works filmed｜Waiting For Rain (2021)

Works filmed｜The Attorney (2013)

Starring Kang Ha-neul and Chun Woo-hee

Starring Song Kang-ho

A movie of analog sentiments in which a man and a
woman find solace in each other thanks to an accidental exchange of letters

A movie that sheds light on the unfair legal system experienced by an attorney from Busan who
takes on a case that everyone avoids

06

Forty Stairs Street
｜Jungang-dong, Jung-gu, Busan

The fatigue and weariness of the common people who left their hometowns and struggled to survive because of the war still remain in various corners of the streets. Having
the look of Busan in the olden days including wooden telephone poles and railroad
tracks, it’s as if we have traveled back in time on a time machine.

Works filmed｜The King: Eternal Monarch (2020)

Starring Lee Min-ho and Kim Go-eun
A drama depicting love transcending between two different dimensions between the emperor of the
Korean Empire and a Korean detective

07

168 Stairs

｜Choryang-dong, Dong-gu, Busan

The pain and sorrows of refugees are vividly told through stories by grandmothers
and grandfathers who had to ceaselessly walk up and down the 168 steep stairs.
By the time you take your final step and are out of breath, the scenery of Busan
Port unfolds panoramically below your feet.

08

UN Memorial Cemetery
｜93, UN Pyeonghwa-ro, Nam-gu, Busan

This is where the remains of fallen UN soldiers who lost their lives during the Korean War are buried. Divided into the cemetery and green areas, it feels sacred and
solemn but, at the same time, peaceful and heartwarming.

09

Uam-dong Urban Forest

｜Uam-dong, Nam-gu, Busan

Known as the “La La Land” of Busan, it boasts an excellent view. Container ships anchored at the port are seemingly in harmony with Yeongdo and Busanhangdaegyo
Bridge that cuts across the sea to present a fantastic nightscape. This spot is also a hot
photo zone where many young couples visit to take photos of their lives with a full
moon in the backdrop.

Works filmed｜A Little Princess (2019)

Starring Na Moon-hee and Kim Su-an
A family movie that comically depicts a youthful grandmother and a mature granddaughter
living together

01

Sasang Kkorijip

| 34, Sasang-ro 233beon-gil, Sasang-gu, Busan

They are inexpensive but quite tasty. Their famous dish is grilled pig’s tail, which is something you would normally not eat. Once you fall in love with the chewy, savory and clean
taste of pig’s tail, you cannot help but visit Busan again and again.

Works filmed｜1987: When the Day Comes (2017)

Works filmed｜The King (2016)

Starring Kim Yoon-seok, Ha Jung-woo and Kim Tae-ri

Starring Jo In-sung and Jung Woo-sung

A movie about people’s resistance as a result of
death-causing torture on a college student by police
in 1987

A black comedy film depicting corrupt political
prosecutors on a highway to success

[Sasang Elementary School]
110, 138-1, 148-1, 15, 160,
169, 31, 33, 33-1, 338, 59, 62

[Subway Line 2]
Exit 5, Sasang Station
▼

▼

About 6 minutes on foot

Sasang West
Terminal
Parking Lot

About 3 minutes on foot

Related travel spots

Samnak Eco Park

Daejeo Eco Park

Samnak-dong, Sasang-gu, Busan

Daejeo 1-dong, Gangseo-gu, Busan

02

Jungang Dwaejijip

| 50, Chungjang-daero 5beon-gil,
Jung-gu, Busan

Pork and rice soup is the soul food of Busan locals. Having cooked pork and rice soup each
and every day for over 30 years, Jungang Dwaejijip serves plentiful and clean soup. Make
sure not to miss out on sundae, which is made with a variety of ingredients!

Works filmed｜The Sheriff in Town (2017)

Starring Lee Sung-min and Cho Jin-woong
A comedy film in which a former detective who retired to his countryside hometown struggles
to protect his village

[Yeongju-dong]
17, 26, 27, 40, 41, 61, 81,
85, 87, 88, 88-1A, 101, 103,
134, 190, 508, 1004(Express)

[Subway Line 1]
Exit 2, Busan Station
▼

About 8 minutes on foot

Dong-gu
Public Parking

▼

About 1 minute on foot

Related travel spots

Forty Stairs Street

Gukje Market

Jungang-dong 4-ga, Jung-gu, Busan

Sinchang-dong, Jung-gu, Busan

03

Sonmok Seoga

| 307, Huinnyeoul-gil,
Yeongdo-gu, Busan

Cafe that stands out the most in Huinnyeoul Culture Village, Yeongdo. As the name suggests, it is a place where you can read books. As you sit in the front yard from which you
can view the sea with an aromatic cup of coffee, all the grief and sorrows of the world will
be forgotten.

Works filmed｜Waiting For Rain (2021)

Starring Kang Ha-neul and Chun Woo-hee
A movie of analog sentiments in which a man and a woman find solace in each other thanks to an
accidental exchange of letters

6, 7, 9, 70, 71, 508

▼

[Yeongseon APT]
About 2 minutes on foot

Sinseon 3-dong
Public Parking Lot

Related travel spots

Yeongdodaegyo Bridge

Huinnyeoul Culture Village

Daegyo-dong, Yeongdo-gu, Busan

Yeongseon-dong, Yeongdo-gu, Busan

04

Jangseonghyang

| 29, Daeyeong-ro 243beon-gil,
Dong-gu, Busan

Fried dumplings are what Oh Dae-su from the movie “Oldboy” ate for 15 years.
Once you take a bite of the huge dumpling, which looks two to three times bigger
than normal dumplings, the tasty, gravy-rich meat stuffing fills up your mouth. It is
something you can eat day after day.

Works filmed｜Oldboy (2003)

Starring Choi Min-sik, Yoo Ji-tae and Kang Hye-jung
A mystery thriller depicting revenge by an ordinary salaryman who was kidnapped and imprisoned
for 15 years

[Busan Station]
2, 17, 26, 27, 40, 41, 43, 59,
61, 66, 67, 81, 82, 85, 87, 88,
88-1A, 103, 134, 167, 190, 508,
1000(Express), 1001(Express),
1004(Express)

[Subway Line 1]
Exit 1, Busan Station
▼

About 2 minutes on foot

Chinatown
Public
Parking Lot

▼

About 5 minutes on foot

Related travel spots

Ibagu-gil Photo Studio

Chinatown

66, Choryang-ro 13beon-gil, Dong-gu, Busan

Choryang-dong, Dong-gu, Busan

05

Choryang 1941

| 533-5, Mangyang-ro, Dong-gu, Busan

Located on Sanbok Road behind Busan Station, Choryang 1941 remodeled an old Japanese
house and exudes a rich, retro-style vibe that makes you feel as if you traveled back to the
1940s. Choryang Milk, which contains a variety of flavors, is so popular that people from other
regions order it as well.

Works filmed｜Cafe Midnight 1 (2020)

Starring Shin Joo-Hwan, Song Won-yeob
and Park Si-woo
A web drama talking about stories of a unique
midnight cafe that opens from 12 AM to sunrise

Works filmed｜Rain or Shine (2017)

Starring Lee Jun-ho and Won Jin-A
A melodrama depicting a man and a woman who
have barely survived a collapse begin to heal each
other’s wounds

22, 38, 52, 86, 186

▼

[Geumsusa Temple]
About 1 minute on foot

Choryang 1941
Parking Lot

Related travel spots

168 Stairs Monorail

Ebagu Workshop

8-1, Yeongcho-gil 191beon-gil, Dong-gu,
Busan

14-13, Mangyang-ro 486beon-gil,
Dong-gu, Busan

06

Wonjo Halmae Nakji

| 10, Gold thema-gil, Busanjin-gu, Busan

Nakgopsae is a dish that boils octopus, beef small intestine and shrimp in a pot together
with glass noodles, vegetables and spicy seasoning. If you add chives to the well-simmered seasoning and mix it with freshly cooked white rice, you will be able to finish two
to three bowls of rice in no time.

Works filmed｜Battle Trip (2020)

Starring In Seong, Dawon and Chan-hee of SF9
A travel show in which celebrities go on themed trips and provide useful information and tips

[Subway Line 1]
Exit 10, Beomil Station
▼

[Jungang Market]
5-1, 10, 43, 52, 57,
80, 81, 82, 83, 83-1, 99,
111, 1000(Express)

About 1 minute on foot

▼

Street of
Gold Public
Parking Lot

About 1 minute on foot

Related travel spots

Busan Citizens Park

Street of Youth in Seomyeon

73, Simingongwon-ro, Busanjin-gu, Busan

Bujeon-dong, Busanjin-gu, Busan

07

Chilbaekjang Jangin Gukbap

| 67, Minam-ro,
Dongnae-gu, Busan

Chilbaekjang appeared in the movie, “A Taxi Driver.” As soon as you sit down, marinated
meat is placed on the table and grilled for you. It boasts inexpensive but delicious food
with a commoners’ vibe like that of a transport cafe.

Works filmed｜A Taxi Driver (2017)

Starring Song Kang-ho, Yoo Hae-jin and Ryu Jun-yeol
A film depicting the democratization movement of the Gwangju citizens’ army that resisted against
the military power on May 18, 1980

[Subway Line 3]
Exit 2, Sajik Station

[Sajik-dong]
57, 83-1, 105

▼

▼

About 8 minutes on foot

Chilbaekjang
Parking Lot

About 1 minute on foot

Related travel spots

Geumgang Park

Dongnaeeupseong Walled Town

155, Ujangchun-ro, Dongnae-gu, Busan

Myeongnyun-dong, Dongnae-gu, Busan

08

Chilseong Sikdang

| 7, Jigegol-ro, Nam-gu, Busan

Chilseong Sikdang is the oldest restaurant on Munhyeon-dong Gobchang Street. The
1st branch, which is still in the original building, gives off a vibe from the 70s and 80s.
The chewy tripe and sweet and spicy seasoning are a match made in heaven.

Works filmed｜Friend (2001)

Starring Yoo Jae-suk and Jo Se-ho
A crime action film depicting the friendship and life of four friends who have changed with the flow
of time

[Subway Line 2]
Exit 2, Munhyeon Station
▼

About 8 minutes on foot

[Munhyeon Junction]
23, 26, 68, 134, 138-1, 168
▼

About 2 minutes on foot

Chilseong Sikdang
Main Branch
Public Parking Lot

Related travel spots

Sinseondae Terrace

Igidae Cliff

Yongho-dong, Nam-gu, Busan

Yongho-dong, Nam-gu, Busan

09

Haeundae Pojangmacha

| 236, Haeundaehaebyeon-ro,
Haeundae-gu, Busan

Yellow pojangmacha, or cart bars, line up in between high-rise buildings and the sea. The
romantic atmosphere makes you stay a while longer. The best delicacy is the lobster
course served with lobster cooked in various ways together with fresh seafood.

Works filmed｜Welcome, First Time in Korea? (2019)

Starring Finnish friends, Bilfu, Billet and Sami
A TV show in which a foreigner living in Korea travels around Korea with friends from his or her
home country

[Subway Line 2]
Exit 7, Haeundae Station
▼

About 12 minutes on foot

[Haeundae Beach]
139, 307, 1003(Express)
▼

About 3 minutes on foot

Haeundae Beach
Plaza Public
Parking Lot

Related travel spots

Haeundae

Dongbaekseom Island

U-dong, Haeundae-gu, Busan

U-dong, Haeundae-gu, Busan

10

Wonjo Jipbul Gomjangeo Gijangoegajip
| 5-1, Gongsu 2-gil Gijang-eup, Gijang-gun, Busan

Tasty and soft as it is grilled in an instant at a high 1500 degrees by setting straw on
fire. The subtle scent of the straw fire spreads to the tip of your nose and stimulates
your appetite. It is the most special way to eat the fresh sea eel caught from the sea
in front of Gijang.

Works filmed｜Let’s Eat 3 (2018)

Starring Yoon Doo-joon and Baek Jin-hee
A drama in which the main character reunites with a friend and shares the food and memories from
the days when they were in their 20s to overcome wounds

[Donghae Line]
Exit 1, Songjeong Station

[Dangsa/Yanggyeong Village]
100, 181, 185

▼

▼

About 26 minutes on foot

About 1 minute on foot

Wonjo Jipbul
Gomjangeo
Gijangoegajip
Parking Lot

Related travel spots

Ananti Town

Haedong Yonggungsa Temple

268-31, Gijanghaean-ro, Gijang-eup,
Gijang-gun, Busan

86, Yonggung-gil, Gijang-eup,
Gijang-gun, Busan

01

Museum of Contemporary Art Busan
｜1191, Nakdongnam-ro, Saha-gu, Busan

The building covered in green leaves is quite impressive. The building itself is a vertical
garden created by 175 plant species. Museum of Contemporary Art Busan is located on
Eulsukdo Island, a migratory bird habitat, and offers an opportunity to enjoy a stroll and
meditation with a variety of artworks.

Works filmed｜Cinema Street (2021)

Starring Lee Wan and Han Sun-hwa
A movie depicting a push-pull romance between a former couple who meet each other again as the
location manager and the director of a film

02

Nakdonggang Estuary Eco Center
｜1240, Nakdongnam-ro, Saha-gu, Busan

The Nakdonggang Estuary where the Nakdonggang River and Eulsukdo Island meet
has long been a paradise for migratory birds. At Nakdonggang Estuary Eco Center, you
can learn about various migratory birds that fly over to spend the winter and, also, observe them in person through a telescope.

Works filmed｜Will You Be There? (2016)

Starring Kim Yoon-seok and Byun Yo-han
A fantasy film in which a man travels back in time 30 years and meets his younger self

03

Gwangalli Beach

｜Millak-dong, Suyeong-gu, Busan

This is the beach with the parallel view of Gwangandaegyo Bridge. In winter, it is a
popular location in the city to watch the sun rise from below the bridge. Packed with
many delicious restaurants and cafes, it is one of the most famous beaches in Busan.

Works filmed｜Racket Boys (2021)

Works filmed｜Black Panther (2018)

Starring Kim Sang-kyung, Oh Na-ra
and Tang Joon-sang

Starring Chadwick Boseman and
Michael B. Jordan

A drama depicting the growth of country boys and
girls who take on the challenge of competing in a
boys and girls sports contest

An SF film in which “Black Panther” fights its enemies to protect the throne of Wakanda

04

Dongbaekseom Island

｜U-dong, Haeundae-gu, Busan

This is the first spot you must visit on your Busan trip. Here, you can get a complete
view of Busan’s famous attractions including Haeundae Beach, Gwangandaegyo Bridge
and Nurimaru. As you walk on the trail built along the coastline, you will immediately
feel the charm of Busan.

05

The Bay 101

｜52, Dongbaek-ro, Haeundae-gu, Busan

As you enjoy various dishes and a cold beer while looking at the nightscape of Marine
City more beautiful than that of Hong Kong, you will feel as if you are on a trip overseas.
You may also go out to sea on a nice yacht and take a tour around Gwangandaegyo
Bridge and its surrounding scenery.

Works filmed｜Now, We Are Breaking Up (2021)

Works filmed｜More Salty Tour (2020)

Starring Song Hye-kyo and Jang Ki-yong

Starring Kyuhyun and Arin

A melodrama depicting love and breakup of a fashion firm’s design team manager and a fashion photographer

A TV show that delivers information of travel locations by making comparisons between a budget trip
and a luxurious trip

01

Yongso Well-Being Park

｜Gijang-eup, Gijang-gun, Busan

A small lake is seen between valleys, and a boat floating on the lake seems quite out of
place. As you walk through a narrow path in the forest set up along the lake, you cannot help but take out your camera to photograph the continuously changing landscape
of the surroundings.

Works filmed｜Cinema Street (2021)

Starring Lee Wan and Han Sun-hwa
A movie depicting a push-pull romance between a former couple who meet each other again as the
location manager and the director of a film

02

Haeunjeongsa Temple

｜40-6, Udong 2-ro, Haeundae-gu, Busan

You can reach Haeunjeongsa Temple if you walk up a short distance from Haeridan-gil Street. The long staircase leading from Haetalmun Gate up to the main
temple building is very romantic. If you look behind at the top of the stairs, the
skyscrapers of Haeundae unfold before your eyes like a huge folding screen.

Works filmed｜1987: When the Day Comes (2017)

Starring Kim Yoon-seok, Ha Jung-woo and Kim Tae-ri
A movie about people’s resistance as a result of death-causing torture on a college student
by police in 1987

03

KISWIRE Museum

｜63, Gurak-ro 141beon-gil, Suyeong-gu, Busan

The museum introduces the history of the wire industry and KISWIRE. As a company that makes wires, the building is designed so that it can be supported only
by wires. The best part is the museum’s rooftop. With grass planted, the rooftop
is set up like a hill, which boasts an open, panoramic view of everything below including Centum City.

Works filmed｜Space Sweepers (2020)

Starring Song Joong-ki, Kim Tae-ri, Jin Seon-kyu and Yoo Hae-jin
A movie set in 2092 depicting the stories of the members of “Spaceship Victory,” a cleaning
spaceship that makes money by collecting space trash

04

Dongnaeeupseong History Trail
｜Myeongnyun-dong, Dongnae-gu, Busan

‘Dongnae’ is the old name of Busan. That is why Dongnaeeupseong History Trail is the
path to find the real Busan. You can still see Dongnaeeupseong Walled Town, which was
built to defend against invasion by Japanese raiders. As you walk along the fortress walls,
you can get a view of Bokcheon-dong Ancient Tombs and different parts of Dongnae.

Works filmed｜The Dictionary of Useless Knowledge 3 (2018)

Starring You Hee-yeol, Rhyu Si-min and Kim Young-ha
A TV show in which people of broad, interdisciplinary knowledge talk about the areas they
travel to from various perspectives
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Mandeok Pass Trail Observation Deck
｜Oncheon-dong, Dongnae-gu, Busan

The mountain path continues along the foot of Geumjeongsan Mountain before a wide
open space appears all of a sudden. Here, an observatory can be found. The wonderful
view of not only Dongnae but Haeundae and the sea in the distance unfold before your
eyes. At night when the entire city is lit up, you can encounter a gemlike nightscape.

